
Spirit Week – Homecoming 2019 
 

 

MONDAY: Pajama Day  

Sweat pants and sweatshirts may be worn, but must convey the feel of pajama 

wear.  Any item worn must not have any rips, tears or holes.  No shorts, boxers, 

yoga pants, leggings, bare midriffs, spaghetti strap shirts, flip flops or slippers. 

Robes may be worn if you have other appropriate pajama-wear underneath.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

TUESDAY (MASS): Cabrini Spirit  
Show your Cabrini Pride and wear your favorite Cabrini gear!  The majority of your 

outfit must clearly support Cabrini.  Ideally, you’re wearing blue & gold, but shirts from 

theater troupe, YNIA, etc. that say “CABRINI” are acceptable.  Wearing blue jeans with 

a white t-shirt that has blue writing is not in the spirit of the day, nor is wearing a maize 

& blue Uof M shirt.  Your normal school uniform does NOT count.  Shorts are allowed if 

no shorter than 3 inches above the knee.  Any item worn must not have any rips, tears or 

holes.  Absolutely NO yoga pants, leggings, bare midriffs, or spaghetti strap shirts.  You 

may use TEMPORARY hair dye and face paint, but no glitter of any kind is allowed, 

including spray-on.  Hair dye or face paint must be applied at home, before arriving at 

Cabrini.    

 

 

 

WEDNESDAY: Dynamic Duo Day 

Thing 1 and Thing 2 had it best. Not only are they twins, they are a dynamic duo!  Do you and your best friend 

go together like Peanut Butter & Jelly?  Then dress like it!  Either match your clothes, hair, and accessories 

(brands do not have to be the same, as long as colors match) OR clearly dress to show how you are a pair of 

things or people that go together, such as Mickey & Minnie. Groups of more than two are also allowed.  Shorts 

are allowed if no shorter than 3 inches above the knee.  Any item worn must not have any rips, tears or holes.  

Absolutely NO yoga pants, leggings, bare midriffs, or spaghetti strap shirts.  Hats and props are allowed, but 

MUST be removed during class if requested by a teacher.  This is up to each individual teacher’s discretion and 

refusal to cooperate will result in the prop being taken and possible disciplinary action.  

**For credit, you and your partners must be in the cafeteria and checked-in with Staff before 7:35am, 

otherwise you will not be counted.   

 

        TWINS       PAIR (Farmer & Alpaca) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

THURSDAY: Decades Day 

This is your chance to go retro!  Dress up in the style of any Decade you want, as long as it is obvious.  For 

example, if you love the 50s, grab a leather jacket, white t-shirt and roll up your jeans, or wear a poodle-skirt 

and cardigan. You are NOT limited to a specific Decade associated with your class.  Shorts are allowed if no 

shorter than 3 inches above the knee.  Any item worn must not have any rips, tears or holes.  Absolutely NO 

yoga pants, leggings, bare midriffs, or spaghetti strap shirts.  Hats and props are allowed, but MUST be 

removed during class if requested by a teacher.  This is up to each individual teacher’s discretion and refusal to 

cooperate will result in the prop being taken and possible disciplinary action. 

 

50s, 90s, 60s, 80s 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FRIDAY: Field Day/Class Colors.   

Dress will be jeans and your class color shirts.  Sweat pants and gym shorts no shorter than 3 inches above the 

knee may also be worn for the Field Day activities, but you MUST make sure your shorts are long enough!!!  

Basketball-type shorts are OK, but most running shorts are not.  If your shorts are too short, you will need to put 

on sweatpants for the remainder of the day.  Socks must be worn along with uniform shoes or sneakers during 

the school day.  Sandals are NOT allowed.  Shoes will be removed before you enter the gym, but you will only 

be allowed in the gym with socks on your feet.  “Grippy” or non-slip type socks are NOT allowed.  This 

includes but is not limited to Sky Zone socks.  Freshmen wear yellow shirts.  Sophomores wear blue shirts.  

Juniors wear red shirts, and Seniors wear white or their Senior shirts.  Seniors:  please remember that whatever 

you put on your Senior shirt must be appropriate or you will be asked to change and will not be counted.  Also, 

only Seniors are allowed to write on their shirts and there should be no writing on shorts, sweats, or headbands.  

 

            FRESHMAN          SOPHOMORES              JUNIORS                 SENIORS 

 

 


